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Registered
Albion
Robert La Croix
Device
Azure, a tau cross argent surmounted by a horse rearing gules

Dun Afton
Donail Ian MacKenzie
Device
Azure, five mullets in chevron between two scrolls argent each charged with a
harp azure and in base a sword inverted argent.
Anna Westmore MacKenzie
Device
Per Saltire gules and sable, four mullets of eight points in cross
Or.
Rose d’Or, House of
Estate
Quarterly vert and azure, a cross through out and in 1 and 4 a rose Or.

North Star, Barony of
Estate
Gules, a mullet of eight points between four pheons in cross Or

Desert Rose
Desert Rose, Duchy of
Flag
Sable, a phoenix rising within a bordure argent.

Castilles
Keera Reeve
Device
Vert, a bear dormant and on a chief argent three sunflowers vert.
Granada, Barony of
Estate
Per chevron inverted sable and azure.
Minister of Joust and War, Castilles
Azure, two swords proper in saltire.

Badge

Campeo’n del Estoque, Castilles
Badge
Azure, a rapier bendwise sinister Or.

Aberffraw, House of
Estate
Sable, on a fess argent a lion passant sable.

Esperance
Cagar

Device
Azure, a Cornish chough volant contourne and in base a trefoil argent.

Kindred Oracles of Justice
Estate
Per pall sable, azure and argent, in chief a maltese cross azure
Guilianna von Rammstein
Device
Per bend argent and gules, a bend between two roses seeded or counterchanged
Vino Fanucchi

Device

Per bend sinister argent and or, a bear sable armed and langued gules.
Captin Willhebelynch’d
Device
Argent, between two wings elevated a skull enhanced to chief sable and a base
wavy azure.
Sarah Mckinnish
Vert, a heart Or.

Device

BlackWolf
Per bend sable and azure, three wolves sejant in bend heads elevated argent and in
chief sinister a decrescent or.
Utopia, House of
Estate
Quarterly gules and vert, a cross through out Or.

Umbra Angeli, house of
Estate
Argent, wings cojoined abased sable

Returns
Desert Rose
Culinary Guild
Badge
Argent, a cauldron sable fired proper in chief two spoons argent.
Correction on the placement of the spoons is good, unfortunately it is foul of the
Rule of Tincture, by placing argent spoons on a argent field.

Castilles
Cadaron, House of
Estate
Azure, a Anchor Or.
This is a Piece that can be found through out varying countries as a insigna and a
Badge, frequently as a naval insignia. This is being returned under HMRRA III.B.

Esperance
Kindred Oracles of Justice
Estate
Tierce en parile sable azure and argent, in chief a latin cross pate’e azure. Has a
pall sable or argent?
There is a very thin looking pall on this device The tincture is unknown. The
coloring on the form shows two shades of blue and the thin pall does not reach to
the proper corners. I believe this was addressed previously.

Kindred Oracles of Justice
Estate
Tierced in pall sable azure and argent, a pall voided fimbrated argent and in chief
a maltese cross azure.
Unclear as to the true intent here. Fimbration is claimed yet I would sumrise that
there is only a argent pall here which is voided, unlike the previous mention, this
pall does lay the way it is supposed to and if not voided would be the right
thickness.
Sir Caspain Holgar
Badge
Per Pale purpure and vert
Conflict: Per pale purpure and vert, a daisy argent
seeded or. [D-Siobhan MacCionaoith, CAST]
I have a aversion to registering simple armory such as this. The real issue here is
that two points of difference are need to clear conflict. Removing the charge from the
field would only count as one CD.

